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Welcome!
Let‘s go fly.
Our goal is to help you be your best. We take an application-oriented approach
to training, which incorporates real-world scenarios and examples so you’ll
discover the why and how of aeronautical concepts—not just the facts needed to
pass a test.
Jeppesen provides the most comprehensive training materials on the market,
and they’re integrated into aviation training systems that include books, e-books
and online ground schools to serve different learning styles.
We offer a wide range of courseware topics covering pilot, maintenance
technician and dispatch. We’ve got you covered with high-quality materials for
initial certification preparation, test preparation, instructor support and an
extensive aviation library of reference materials.
Trust Jeppesen to provide you with a solid foundation of knowledge for each
step of your aviation journey.
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TRAINING
Pilot Courseware
Jeppesen can take you as far as you want
to go with your pilot training, whether you’re
just starting out or seeking advanced
ratings and/or certification. The
comprehensive pilot courseware includes
high-quality multimedia training materials
that are specifically designed to help you
master the key concepts and information
needed to pilot aircraft confidently and
safely at every level of certification, from
private pilot and instrument/commercial to
CFI and beyond.
Jeppesen’s integrated multimedia system of
training tools includes textbooks,
workbooks, computer-based training and
supplemental reference materials—all with
up-to-the-minute information, large fourcolor images, detailed diagrams and
dynamic graphics.
Used individually or in combination, these
training materials will give you an ideal
foundation for your educational needs both
today and throughout your piloting future.
Here are just a few of the exceptional
qualities that make Jeppesen’s pilot
courseware the standard of excellence for
students and instructors worldwide—and
the ideal choice for your training needs.
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Comprehensive–Jeppesen’s complete
system of training materials allows you to
advance as far as you wish, from private
pilot through CFI to multi-engine. Plus, the
building-block approach to each level of
training materials makes it easy for you to
progress from one level to the next.
Accurate–Jeppesen maintains the most
aggressive revision schedule in the industry,
ensuring the most accurate and up-to-date
information available.
Affordable–Jeppesen provides bundled
pilot training kits that address your
complete core curriculum requirements—at
a fraction of the cost of purchasing these
materials separately.
Multimedia–At Jeppesen, we realize that
everyone learns differently. You’ll find a wide
range of options that allow you to select the
resources that best suit your learning
preferences, whether you prefer textbooks
or computer-based-training. You’ll also
receive a wide range of time-saving
instructor support materials.
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Find Jeppesen e-books
at Shop.Jeppesen.com or
the iBooks Store™
Books are available for download on just about any device, including
Android™, PC as well as iPads®, iPhones®, Macs or other
Apple® devices.
Jeppesen e-books are electronic versions of traditional textbooks and
reference materials that can be viewed on computers and other
devices. Depending on the device you are using, Jeppesen e-books
provide many additional features that traditional paper
books do not offer.
E-book features:
• Ability to quickly jump to valuable information
• Easily bookmark pages and take notes
• Easy finger-swipe navigation
• Direct linking to chapters within each book is provided through the
Table of Contents
• Once downloaded there is no need for internet
connectivity to read the book on your device
Visit Shop.Jeppesen.com or the Apple Book store
for Jeppesen e-books today!
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Private Pilot Kits

Jeppesen Private Pilot Kits, developed for both FAR
Part 61 and Part 141 training programs, have
everything you need to get started.

Order Number

Private Pilot
Components

FAR Part 61 Kit
10001948
$238.46

FAR Part 141 Kit
10011887
$263.70

10001360

Private Pilot Textbook





10001361

Private Pilot Maneuvers Manual





10001292

Private Pilot Syllabus



10001796

Private Pilot Student Record
Folder (individual)



10001390

Private Pilot FAA Practical
Test Study Guide





10735871

Private Pilot Airman
Certification Standards (ACS)





10001387

Private Pilot FAA Airmen
Knowledge Test Guide





10001332

Private Pilot
Pre-solo Written Exam



10001316

Student CSG Computer (E6-B)



10001317

Metal CSG (E6-B)

10009523

PN-1 Navigation Plotter





10001315

Pilot Logbook





10001301

Student Flight Bag





10692813

Private Pilot
FAA Exam Package
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Private Pilot Online
 NEW MOBILE DEVICE COMPATIBILITY

Private Pilot Online takes Jeppesen’s award-winning
materials and provides them to you directly over the
web. Through a combination of text, graphics, video
and audio, we bring the content to life. The product
is designed to be engaging and memorable so that
you retain the information on your tests and in the air!
Recent improvements–Jeppesen online courses
are now compatible with most common mobile
devices so you can learn on-the-go, anytime,
anywhere. And a new user interface is simple, easyto-use and provides step-by-step guidance for
students throughout the course.
Interactive lessons–True interactivity in the lessons
will engage you. You’re not merely clicking the start
and stop button on a video.
Simple syllabus–Ensures that you understand
which content to study and when. The syllabus
presents material in a logical, step-by-step buildingblock approach.
Instructional concepts–Sound instructional design
concepts are used to design the courseware.
Jeppesen developed the learning objectives so you
master the skills to help you become a safe and
competent pilot.
FAA test questions–FAA sample test questions
presented in context with the content so that you
learn the concept and the associated test question.
Track your progress–The Learning Management
System tracks your completions and test results
down to each question, and assists you by
identifying your strengths and weaknesses.

Item Number:
Price:

Self-testing–Each lesson has multiple self-testing
opportunities, allowing you to independently track
your progress and comprehension.
Differences between Part 61 and Part 141
online courses–Students must choose either the
Part 61 or the Part 141 course based on which type
of flight training program they are enrolled in. Please
contact your school or flight instructor for verification.
The course contents are the same however the
difference is the endorsement certificate for the FAA
knowledge exam. Part 61 course provides students
with an endorsement certificate for FAA written
knowledge exam. Part 141 course does NOT provide
students with an endorsement certificate, rather
students will obtain their logbook endorsement from
their Part 141 flight instructor to take the FAA written
knowledge exam.
Access duration–The Jeppesen online courses are
accessible for a period of 12-months from
purchase date.

10025785
$239.00 (12-month access)
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Private Pilot
FliteTraining Guide

FliteTraining Private Pilot Student Guide
This student guide delivers a complete, blended learning solution
for all stages of private pilot flight training. Use as a complement
to online course content while capturing classroom learning with
a practical, need-to-know information approach.

Item Number:
Price:
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10209372
$89.96
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Private Pilot Textbook/e-book

Private Pilot
Courseware

Jeppesen’s completely revised and updated Private Pilot
Textbook is an integral component of the Private Pilot training
system. Its organization and colorful presentation help students
learn quickly from the start. Discovery insets expand on
important ideas and concepts found in the text. FAA question
insets highlight concepts directly relating to FAA test questions.
Each chapter begins with highlighted learning objectives; crossreference icons direct students to related subject areas; key
terms are highlighted for quick review; and each chapter closes
with a summary checklist and questions to reinforce the
learning process.
e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10277280
$74.98

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001360
$88.96

Private Pilot
Exam Package

Private Pilot
Maneuvers
Manual/e-book

Private Pilot Airman
Certification
Standards (ACS)

Presents over 100 maneuvers using
colorful graphics, step-by-step procedure
descriptions, helpful hints, ACS references
and study exercises to help you visualize
and understand each maneuver you will
perform in the airplane.

FAA ACS provides clear information on
what an applicant must know, consider,
and do to qualify for the Private Pilot
certificate.

Includes the Pre-Solo Written Exam, the
Private Pilot Question Bank, the Private
Pilot Computer Test Supplement, and the
Private Pilot Stage Exams into one
single product.

Print Number:
Print Price:

Print Number:
Print Price:

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

11008706
$17.98

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001361
$21.96

10735871
$9.96

10692813
$19.96
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Private Pilot
Syllabus/e-book

Private Pilot
Record Folder

Features a step-by-step description of
course contents. Includes lesson
objectives, flight and ground time
allocations for all lessons, and
coordination of other academic support
materials with your flight training.

Instructors can easily record all ground
lessons, written exams, flight maneuvers
and flight checks during pilot training.

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10464404
$14.98

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001292
$22.48

Private Pilot FAA
Practical Test
Study Guide/e-book
This innovative study guide has been
completely rewritten and updated to help
you pass your practical test (checkride)
with ease. It presents the information you
need to meet the FAA standards for each
task that you will perform on your
checkride, and includes Q&A examples for
the oral portion and maneuver diagrams
for the flight.
e-book Number:
e-book Price:

11049070
$18.98

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001390
$24.96
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Individual Item Number:
Individual Price:

10001796
$9.96

Private Pilot Student
Record Binder
and Syllabus
(for Private Pilot
Online course)

Private Pilot FAA
Airman Knowledge
Test Guide/e-book
The test guide contains all of the FAA
recreational and private pilot airplane
knowledge test questions, along with the
answers, detailed explanations and study
references. Subject areas are organized
by topic and coordinated with the Private
Pilot Textbook.

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

11049071
$15.98

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001387
$19.96

Private Pilot Student Record
Binder Tabs and
Pages Package

The syllabus and record folder contained
in this product are intended to match our
Private Pilot Online course, which is
designed to meet the certification criteria
for both CFR Part 141 and FAA Industry
Training Standards (FITS).

This product contains the inserts for the
Private Pilot Student Record Binder.
Includes one set of durable tabs for
recording student training information, and
one set of pages containing the Jeppesen
Private Pilot Syllabus with all ground, flight
and exam records, and pages to record
flight lesson grades and hours.

Item Number:
Price:

Item Number:
Price:

10011930
$39.96

10011931
$17.96
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Instrument/
Commercial Kits

Take your flying to the next level with
Jeppesen’s Instrument/Commercial Kits.

Order Number

Instrument/
Commercial Components

FAR Part 141 Kit
10011889
$305.56

10001784

Instrument/Commercial Textbook



10001785

Instrument/Commercial Syllabus



10735872

Instrument Rating Airman Certification
Standards (ACS)



10735873

Commercial Pilot Airman Certification
Standards (ACS)



10001794

Instrument/Commercial Record Folder



10001388

Instrument Knowledge Test Guide



10001389

Commercial Knowledge Test Guide



10001298

IFR Three-Ring Kneeboard



10001301

Student Flight Bag



10011864

JeppShades



10692814

Instrument Pilot Exam Package



10692815

Commercial Pilot Exam Package
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Instrument Pilot Online &
Commercial Pilot Online
 NEW MOBILE DEVICE COMPATIBILITY

Jeppesen’s years of expertise have culminated in
Instrument Pilot Online and Commercial Pilot Online.
These courses will help you pass the FAA written
knowledge exam and build a foundation for a lifetime
of successful, enjoyable flying. They can be used as
self-study or at your local flight school/university for
both Part 61 and 141 training.
Recent improvements–Jeppesen online courses
are now compatible with most common mobile
devices so you can learn on-the-go, anytime,
anywhere. And a new user interface is simple, easyto-use and provides step-by-step guidance for
students throughout the course.
A new approach to learning–All of Jeppesen’s
online courses rely on a number of media, including
video, audio and text, so they are interactive
and informative.
Building blocks–An easy-to-use syllabus shows
you everything you’re expected to know. The logical
building-block approach allows you to easily
determine which concepts you’ll need to master and
how they integrate into the larger picture.

Commercial Pilot Online
Single-Engine Item Number:
Single-Engine Price:
Multi-Engine Item Number:
Multi-Engine Price:
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Put yourself to the test–Independently track your
progress with both graded and ungraded tests that
identify your strengths and weaknesses. Sample FAA
exam questions are presented in context so you’ll
learn how to answer them, and why the information
is important.
Differences between Part 61 and Part 141
online courses (Instrument Pilot Online)–
Students must choose either the Part 61 or the Part
141 course based on which type of flight training
program they are enrolled in. Please contact your
school or flight instructor for verification. The course
contents are the same however the difference is the
endorsement certificate for the FAA knowledge
exam. Part 61 course provides students with an
endorsement certificate for FAA written knowledge
exam. Part 141 course does NOT provide students
with an endorsement certificate, rather students will
obtain their logbook endorsement from their Part 141
flight instructor to take the FAA written
knowledge exam.
Access duration–The Jeppesen online courses are
accessible for a period of 12-months from
purchase date.

Instrument Pilot Online
10164917
$199.00 (12-month access)
10167248
$199.00 (12-month access)

Item Number:
Price:

10025801
$259.00 (12-month access)
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FliteTraining Instrument
Pilot Student Guide

Instrument/Commercial
FliteTraining Guides

The FliteTraining Instrument Pilot Student
Guide contains tools that help students
thrive in their flight training. Blending the
online course content with these
classroom student guides and the
instructor’s validation in the flight deck, the
student will experience enriched learning
opportunities on their own, with their
peers and with their instructor. The
contents of the Student Guide Kit include
a course map and ground and flight
lesson workbooks.

Item Number:
Price:

10209380
$89.96

FliteTraining Instrument
Instructor Guide

FliteTraining Commercial
Pilot Student Guide

FliteTraining Commercial
Instructor Guide

The FliteTraining Instrument Instructor
Guide contains tools that help instructors
deliver a complete, blended flight training
solution that is easy to manage and
enhances student progress through selfpaced study, classroom instruction and
flight deck validation. The contents of the
Instructor Guide Kit include course map,
ground and flight lesson workbooks and
classroom presentation support slides on
a USB device.

The Jeppesen FliteTraining Commercial
Pilot Student Guides contain tools that
help students thrive in their flight training.
Blending the online course content with
these classroom student guides and the
instructor’s validation in the flight deck, the
student will experience enriched learning
opportunities on their own, with their
peers and with their instructor. The
contents of the Student Guide Kit include
a course map and ground, maneuver and
flight lesson workbooks.

The Jeppesen FliteTraining Commercial
Pilot Instructor Guides contain tools that
help instructors deliver a complete,
blended flight training solution that is easy
to manage and enhances student
progress through self-paced study,
classroom instruction and flight deck
validation. The contents of the Instructor
Guide Kit include a course map, ground,
maneuver and flight lesson workbooks
and classroom presentation support slides
on a USB device.

Item Number:
Price:

Item Number:
Price:

Item Number:
Price:

10209386
$89.96

10209391
$89.96

10209397
$89.96
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Instrument/Commercial
Courseware

Instrument/Commercial Textbook/e-book

Instrument/Commercial Syllabus/e-book

Jeppesen’s Instrument/Commercial Textbook provides the most
complete explanations of aeronautical concepts for pilots
pursuing an instrument rating or commercial certificate. This
colorful textbook is your primary source for initial study and
review. It includes the principles of instrument flight, the flight
environment, instrument charts and procedures, aviation weather,
IFR flight operations and commercial pilot operations, as well as
an introductory look at building professional experience. The
most comprehensive and visually appealing Instrument/
Commercial Textbook ever!

This training syllabus covers the learning objectives, flight and
ground time allocations, and coordination of other academic
support materials for both the instrument rating and commercial
certificate.

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10277281
$73.98

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10464411
$14.98

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001784
$88.96

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001785
$22.96
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Instrument Rating FAA
Airman Knowledge
Test Guide/e-book

Commercial Pilot FAA
Airman Knowledge
Test Guide

Instrument Rating Airman
Certification
Standards (ACS)

This test guide contains all of the FAA
instrument rating knowledge test
questions, along with the answers,
detailed explanations and study
references. Subject areas are organized
by topic and coordinated with the
Instrument/Commercial Textbook.

This test guide contains all of the FAA
commercial pilot knowledge test
questions, along with the answers,
detailed explanations and study
references. Subject areas are organized
by topic and coordinated with the
Instrument/Commercial Textbook.

FAA ACS provides clear information on
what an applicant must know, consider,
and do to qualify for the instrument rating.

Print Number:
Print Price:

Print Number:
Print Price:

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10979323
$18.98

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001388
$25.96

10001389
$22.96

Instrument Rating
Exam Package

Commercial Pilot
Exam Package

The Instrument Rating Exam Package is a
new product that combines the Instrument
Rating Question Bank, Instrument Rating
Computer Test Supplement, and
Instrument Rating Stage Exams into one
single product.

Prepare for the FAA Commercial Pilot
written exam with the new Commercial
Pilot Exam Package which includes the
Commercial Pilot Stage Exams and the
End of Course Exam with all figures and
images embedded within the booklet.

Print Number:
Print Price:

Print Number:
Print Price:

10692814
$19.96

10692815
$12.96

10735872
$9.96

Commercial Pilot Airman
Certification
Standards (ACS)
FAA ACS provides clear information on
what an applicant must know, consider,
and do to qualify for the FAA commercial
pilot certificate.

Print Number:
Print Price:

10735873
$9.96
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Flight Instructor
Courseware

Flight Instructor
Textbook/e-book

Flight Instructor
Syllabus/e-book

Private Pilot Maneuvers
Manual/e-book

Jeppesen’s Flight Instructor Textbook
contains over 1,000 photos and
illustrations presented in an attractive
style. The textbook presents complete
explanations of training techniques that
every pilot needs to know, with real-world
scenarios and examples for both
seasoned CFIs and CFI candidates.
Interesting discovery insets expand on
ideas presented in the text.

Contains learning objectives and flight and
ground time allocations for the basic flight
instructor course, instrument instructor
course and multi-engine instructor course.

Presents over 100 maneuvers using
colorful graphics, step-by-step procedure
descriptions, helpful hints, ACS references
and study exercises to help you visualize
and understand each maneuver you will
perform in the airplane.

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10277283
$64.98

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10979322
$15.98

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

11008706
$17.98

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001855
$78.96

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001865
$21.96

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001361
$21.96
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Multi-Engine
Courseware

Multi-Engine
Textbook/e-book

Multi-Engine
Syllabus/e-book

Multi-Engine
Exam Package

The Multi-Engine Textbook uses full-color
graphics to provide detailed explanations
of the advanced concepts that pilots
seeking a multiengine rating need to know.
It incorporates the most recent information
on multiengine performance, safety and
aerodynamics, and presents each subject
in an innovative, logical and
contemporary format.

Outlines a course designed to allow either
a private or commercial pilot to add an
airplane multi-engine land class rating to
an existing certificate.

Includes the Multi-Engine Rating Question
Bank, Multi-Engine Rating Computer Test
Supplement, and Multi-Engine Rating
Stage Exams into one single product.

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10277282
$51.98

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10979321
$15.98

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001888
$64.96

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001885
$21.96

Print Number:
Print Price:

10692816
$9.96
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Boeing Learning Solutions

An integrated approach–Boeing Learning
Solutions modules are being developed to
deliver an integrated system combining
what have traditionally been stand-alone
FAA training products and content such as
course syllabi, textbooks, online courses,
student test questions, flight maneuvers,
oral and practical exam preparation, school
stage and final exams, flight record folders
and inflight grading app, and much more.
Boeing Learning Solutions is customizable
and flexible, and can deliver content via an
independent learning environment,
computer led training courses and
instructor-led courseware.

Key benefits include:

With the release of future FAA-based
modules, Boeing Learning Solutions will
provide a single source platform to deliver a
robust learning system for individuals as
well as Aviation or Maintenance Training
Organizations (ATO/MTO).

Email: trainingsolutions@jeppesen.com

Boeing Leaning Solutions provides offline
availability on your Windows, MacOS or iOS
devices. It’s scalable for a wide range of
operations, including global organizations,
and is well-suited to remote areas thanks to
the offline functionality.
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• Modular but integrated design
• Engaging learning materials
• High quality animation elements
• Cloud-based device synchronization
• Offline availability/remote workplace
• Independent question trainer and
exam preparation
Please contact the education and training
sales staff for additional information.
Phone: 1.800.253.0348
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Specialty and
Reference Materials

Jeppesen Instrument
Procedures Guide/e-book

FAR/AIM Manual/e-book

Offers insights into rapidly evolving technologies affecting flight
within the National Airspace System, including Global Positioning
System (GPS), Local Area Augmentation System (LAAS), Wide
Area Augmentation System (WAAS) and more. Also provides
comprehensive coverage of all regimes of IFR flight (including
takeoff, departure, enroute arrival, approach and landing).
Appropriate for instrument students, certified instrument flight
instructors, instrument rated pilots and ATPs

The FAR/AIM is organized with a comprehensive index, reference
tabs, and identification of all updates from previous version to
help you easily locate regulations and AIM topics. It includes 14
CFR Parts 1, 3, 11, 43, 48, 61, 67, 68, 71, 73, 91, 97, 103, 105,
107, 110, 119, 135, 136, 137, 141, 142, HMR 175, NTSB 830, TSR
1552, TSR 1562, the complete FAA Aeronautical Information
Manual (AIM), and the Pilot/Controller Glossary.

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10505111
$37.98

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10277284
$12.98

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001933
$46.96

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001889
$19.96
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Flight Crew FAR/AIM e-book

Aviation Dictionary/e-book

This reference manual provides the most complete offering of
regulations and information for various flight crew operations
which include Part 121 and 135 air carrier operators, Flight
Dispatchers, Flight Engineers and Airline Transport Pilots.

The best way to learn the unique language of aviation. Completely
revised to include over 10,000 technical aviation definitions.
Excellent reference for both pilots and aviation maintenance
technicians.

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10403605
$14.98

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10333574
$16.98

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001930
$21.96

Aviation History/e-book

Aviation Weather/e-book

Aviation History is an exciting full-color book that gives both new
and experienced pilots a unique perspective on international
aviation history. Packed with information including over 950
photographs and color graphics, Aviation History explores the
question “What was aviation?” from its birth in Annonay, France,
in 1783, to the exhilarating accomplishments in space.

The most comprehensive, award-winning aviation weather book
in the industry. Covers in detail the latest METAR, TAF and
graphic weather products from AC00-45E, Aviation Weather
Services. International weather and accident/incident information
is included to add relevance to the weather data. Expanded
coverage of icing, weather hazards and flight planning. Review
questions with answers at the end of the book.

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10979327
$63.98

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10333576
$64.98

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001810
$78.96

Print Number:
Print Price:

10001850
$74.96
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New Technicians by Region
(2020-2039)

6%

3% 3%

9%

FAA Part 147
Maintenance Courseware

34%

739,000
19%

26%

Boeing forecasts the need for technicians to be
739,000 over the next 20 years, so look into this
exciting career today!

A&P Technician General Textbook/e-book
This thoroughly revised, expanded and updated edition of the
General Textbook fully integrates practical A&P general skills with
the theory and basis of the A&P general topic areas. It includes a
wealth of illustrations and examples to help you get the most from
your study efforts. Each section includes comprehensive
exercises designed to help you check your understanding of the
material. The textbook introduces you to the fundamental
concepts, terms and procedures that provide a foundation for
your maintenance training. Approximately 920 pages.

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10249183
$52.98

Print Number:
Print Price:

10002467
$67.96
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Asia Pacific

253,000

North America

192,000

Europe

140,000

Middle East

63,000

Latin America

46,000

Africa

23,000

C.I.S | Russia

22,000

World Total

739,000

A&P Technician General Test Guide
with Oral & Practical Study Guide
An excellent, fully integrated, two-in-one tool! Includes an
extensive database of FAA general subject test questions,
answers and explanations that are cross-referenced to the A&P
General Textbook. Also includes the latest oral and practical test
questions and answers. 272 pages.

Print Number:
Print Price:

10002000
$17.96
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A&P Technician Powerplant
Textbook/e-book
Jeppesen’s Powerplant Textbook is the most comprehensive
aviation powerplant reference available, exceeding FAR Part 147
standards. Includes over 400 illustrations, with more than 140
color drawings of turbine and reciprocating engine crosssections, instruments and control systems. Arranged in a logical,
practical order, with emphasis on “hands-on” learning. Includes
two new chapters on airworthiness inspections and engine
troubleshooting. Also includes new information on diesel engine
theory and design. 672 pages.

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10249629
$57.98

Print Number:
Print Price:

10002511
$69.96

A&P Technician Airframe Textbook/e-book
The most up-to-date airframe textbook available. Written to meet
FAR Part 147 standards. Updated information includes rotorcraft
structures, winglets, T-tails, flight control balancing, expanded
hydraulic and pneumatic system sections, landing gear safety
devices and maintenance, nose wheel steering system, fire
detection systems, electronic instruments, electronic systems
monitoring displays, storm scope systems, and installation of
communication and navigation equipment. Color illustrations,
charts and diagrams. 876 pages.

e-book Number:
e-book Price:

10249628
$57.98

Print Number:
Print Price:

10002510
$69.96

A&P Technician Powerplant Test Guide
with Oral & Practical
Study Guide
Contains questions covering the powerplant section of aviation
technician training. Completely integrated with the A&P
Powerplant Textbook by chapter and subsection. 344 pages.

Print Number:
Print Price:

10002001
$17.96

A&P Technician Airframe Test Guide
with Oral & Practical Study Guide
An excellent, fully integrated, two-in-one tool! Includes an
extensive database of FAA airframe subject test questions,
answers and explanations that are cross-referenced to the A&P
Airframe Textbook. Also includes the latest oral and practical test
questions and answers. 344 pages.

Print Number:
Print Price:

10002002
$17.96
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PILOT
SUPPLIES
Jeppesen offers a wide range of pilot supplies, including manual aviation computers,
plotters and logbooks, all of which set the industry standard for accuracy, quality and
dependability. We also offer a variety of valuable pilot accessories as well as a full range of
stylish pilot bags, flight cases and other supplies that can help keep you fully prepared and
organized, both on the ground and in the air. Be sure to check out Jeppesen’s full line of
IFR and VFR Manual accessories, from our high-quality binders to our durable paper for
printing out your Jeppesen charts.
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General
Supplies

JeppShades
These IFR flip-up training glasses replace those bulky, hard-touse instrument training hoods. With improved design,
JeppShades allow for better student/instructor interaction. The
cockpit-proven design works conveniently under headsets, and
the Velcro adjusting strap reduces pressure on ears and temples.
The JeppShades flip-up lens allows convenient IFR/VFR flight
transition, and the high-quality polycarbonate lens is
impact-resistant.

Item Number:
Price:

CR-3 Circular
Computer 6” diameter
New and improved for quality and
readability, the CR-3 high-and low-speed
computer does everything the E6B style
computers do plus solving for wind
triangle problems, polar grid navigation,
pressure pattern flying, and more.

Item Number:
Price:
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10001294
$34.84

10011864
$29.96

Student CSG (E6-B)

Metal CSG (E6-B)

Full function, full size. Perfect for the
budget-conscious student. Constructed of
rugged plasticized composite material, it
conforms to the instructions and examples
in Jeppesen manuals, workbooks and
audiovisual programs.

Reengineered to provide higher quality,
durability and accuracy, plus a new
non-glare Teflon coating for smoother
operation. The heavy-duty metal
construction assures long life of solving
low- and high-speed problems. Complete
with instruction manual and carrying case.

Item Number:
Price:

Item Number:
Price:

10001316
$12.96

10001317
$29.96
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Plotters

The most accurate way to get
there and back.

PV-5 IFR Enroute Plotter

PJ-1 Rotating Azimuth

PN-1 Navigation Plotter

It’s almost like having an IFR instructor in
the cockpit. Designed for use with all
Jeppesen enroute charts. Easy-to-use, it
shows standard and non-standard holding
pattern entries and provides kilometer to
nautical mile conversions.
(Size: 33/16” x 81/2”)

Route planning made simple. One twist of
the azimuth allows you to measure the
true course or to determine the magnetic
course. The PJ-1 also includes scales for
sectional terminal area and WAC charts in
statute and nautical miles.
(Size: 31/4” x 13”; 33/8” diam.)

The classic clear background allows easy
identification of WAC and sectional chart
scales. The laminated design protects
visibility of printed scales for years to
come. The dual scales are calibrated in
statute and nautical miles.
(Size: 121/4” x 4”)

Item Number:
Price:

Item Number:
Price:

Item Number:
Price:

10009534
$12.96

10009524
$16.96

10009523
$12.96
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Pilot Bags

Book/Student Bag

The Aviator Bag

A great multi-purpose bag for the student pilot or mechanic.
Features include seven exterior pockets, three small exterior
pockets for pens or small flashlights, an interior key clip,
removable shoulder strap, double zipper opening and reinforced
base. Each non-padded bag is made from heavy-duty 600D
polyester with a PVC coating on one side for added water
resistance, strength, abrasion resistance and durability.
(Size: 11” x 51/2” x 16”)

Jeppesen’s Aviator Bag offers a convenient, compact choice. It
features one detachable headset bag and one detachable
transceiver/GPS bag along with a large exterior zippered pocket
(91/2” x 14” x 2”). Each Aviator Bag is fully padded and made from
heavy-duty 1680D-Denier Ballistic nylon, making it water
resistant, strong, abrasion resistant and extremely durable.
(Size including exterior pockets and headset bag: 11” x 12” x 15”)

Item Number:
Price:

Item Number:
Price:
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10001301
$37.96

10001854
$86.96
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The Captain Bag
This improved design includes heavier-duty 1680 denier polyester with a PVC coating on one side
for added water resistance. Combined with new heavy duty self-repairing YKK zippers and double
stitching for superior strength, abrasion resistance and durability. Features two detachable headset
bags and one detachable transceiver/ GPS bag with a 4-way adjustable divider that holds up to six
Jeppesen 2” binders, a large exterior zippered pocket big enough for a laptop computer or tablet
PC (10” x 14” x 2”), and two exterior zippered storage pockets (111/2” x 61/2” x 21/2”).
(Size including exterior pockets and headset bags: 12” x 24” x 13”)

Item Number:
Price:

10001303
$119.96
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Kneeboards and Logbooks

IFR Three-Ring Trifold Kneeboard
with Clipboard

VFR Trifold Kneeboard with Clipboard

This kneeboard is great for organizing and holding approach
charts. It includes an aluminum clipboard with newly updated IFR
flight information printed on the face. It also features three
approach chart pockets, three collapsible and removable rings
sewn into the reinforced spine, and an elastic holder for a pen or
penlight. Additionally, the foam-cradled back allows for added
comfort and leg positioning. Each kneeboard includes a leg strap
that allows you to use the clipboard independent of the
kneeboard. Designed for superior strength, abrasion resistance
and durability. Free set of universal chart pockets included!
(Size: 10” x 20” open.)

Item Number:
Price:
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10001298
$46.96

Jeppesen’s VFR Trifold Kneeboard places information at your
fingertips. It organizes and holds charts, flight computers/plotters,
flashlight, pen, pilot notes and more. An elastic leg strap sewn to
the kneeboard holds this unit comfortably in place with a Velcro
closure. Additionally, the foam-cradled back allows for added
comfort and leg positioning. The metal clipboard includes
valuable information for your VFR and IFR flight needs. Also
includes a leg strap that allows you to use the clipboard
independent of the kneeboard. Designed for superior strength,
abrasion resistance and durability.
(Size: 21” x 111/2” open.)

Item Number:
Price:

10001306
$44.96
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Professional European Pilot Logbook

Professional Pilot Logbook

This all-new version of Jeppesen’s most popular professional
logbook complies with JAR regulations for logging flight time in
Europe. Plus, it includes simplified pilot and aircraft annual
summaries that can handle more than 10 years of data. This
quality Jeppesen product will be a great addition to your flight
bag. Made with archival paper for long-term record keeping.
(Size: 6 3/4” x 11 1/4”)

Aviation’s most popular professional logbook can handle more
than 10 years of data. It includes simplified pilot and aircraft
annual summaries. The quality construction matches the
professional look of the Airway Manual binders. Made with
archival paper for long-term record keeping.
(Size: 63/4” x 111/4”)

Item Number:
Price:

Item Number:
Price:

10002140
$34.96

10001795
$29.96

Pilot Logbook
Designed for lifetime durability, this logbook offers large flight-time
category spaces arranged according to FAA regulations. It
includes space for 520 flight entries. The Jeppesen Pilot Logbook
has become the industry standard. It’s printed on “easy-eye”
green pages that resist bleed-through. It’s also bound with a
high-quality, scuff-resistant cover. Made with archival paper.
(Size: 8” x 51/4”)

Item Number:
Price:

10001315
$13.96
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Binders

Functional and durable, our binders are meant to protect and last. Both
Jeppesen’s Premium Leather Binder, made of 100% top-grain cowhide, and our
Standard Leather Binder, made of 100% bonded leather, are finely crafted with
steel hinges and safety locks to secure the rings. The Premium and Standard
Leather Binders include “stay-open” bars for your convenience. The Superior
Plastic Binder offers an economical alternative for the protection of your
Jeppesen charts. All binders available in brown only.

Premium Leather Binder

Superior Plastic Binder

Top-grain cowhide, 2-inch rings, stay-open bar.

Superior plastic, 2-inch rings, no stay-open bar.

Item Number:
Price:

10001084
$102.00

Standard Leather Binder

Item Number:
Price:

10001085
$41.00

Classic Jeppesen iPad/iPad Mini Cover

Bonded leather, 2-inch rings, stay-open bar.
Item Number:
Price:
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10001180
$66.00

iPad
iPad
iPad
iPad

Cover Item Number:
Cover Price:
Mini Cover Item Number:
Mini Cover Price:

10369426
$30.00
10382268
$30.00
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Airway Manual
Accessory Pack
Chartabs (set of 3)
Approach chart protectors (set of 10)
NavLog/flight plan forms (set of 50)
Multitabs (set of 13)
Pilot notes (set of 25 lined)

Item Number:
Price:

10011316
$26.50

Index and State Tabs
Simplify the location of desired charts and
text sections in your Airway Manual or Trip
Kit Organize your charts with U.S.
State Tabs.

Item Number:
Price:

10011296
$13.90

Chartabs

Multitabs

Quick reference tabs labeled “Departure,”
“Destination” and “Alternate.”
Plastic, color coded.
Set of 3

Make your binder work like you do. Write
your own labels to separate the contents.
Erasable, reusable. Lines for notes.
Set of 13.

Item Number:
Price:

Item Number:
Price:

10001453
$8.50

Set of Alphabetical
Tabs

10001458
$9.00

Set of Sectional Tabs
Easily identify your charts with these tabs.

Organize your procedures alphabetically.

Item Number:
Price:

10011297
$10.00

Item Number:
Price:

10011298
$21.00
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Multi-Purpose Chart
Printer Paper

JeppView Printer Paper for
Jeppesen Binders

Print your electronic charts! Made for
Jeppesen binders. Perforated, 7-hole
(center and edge), 500 letter-size sheets
(51/2” x 81/2”). Create and print from
your software.

Made specifically for our binders.

Item Number:
Price:

Item Number:
Price:

10011108
$8.50

Pilot Notes
Handy for flight planning, enroute notes.
Fits Jeppesen binders.
Package of 500 sheets.

10011107
$8.50

Keep your most frequently used approach
charts in top-notch condition with our
easy-erase protectors. Accepts marks
from almost any non-permanent writing
instrument.
Set of 10.

Item Number:
Price:

10001459
$5.50

Enroute Chart Pockets

Approach Chart
Pocket–3-Pack

Lined Pilot Notes
Item Number:
Price:

10011878
$7.00

Heavy-duty durable transparent plastic
pocket is ideal for holding Jeppesen
approach charts, trip charts, flight plans
and aircraft checklists. Convenient design
allows charts to be displayed, then easily
and quickly removed and rearranged
without opening and closing rings in
Jeppesen binders and 3-ring kneeboard.
Features 7-hole punch, unique thumb grip
and offset pocket. Excellent for add-on
and replacement pockets for 3-ring
kneeboard and Airway Manual binders.
Set of 3.

Unlined Pilot Notes
Item Number:
Price:

10011879
$7.00

Item Number:
Price:
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Approach Chart Protector

10001300
$5.90

Stash two enroute charts in each 7-hole
punched chart pocket. Set of 5.

Item Number:
Price:

10001960
$7.50
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“OUR JOB
IS TO KEEP
EVERLASTINGLY
AT RESEARCH AND
EXPERIMENT…
TO LET NO NEW
IMPROVEMENT
IN FLYING
AND FLYING
EQUIPMENT
PASS US BY.”
WILLIAM E. BOEING
0034 >>>
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DISPATCHER
CERTIFICATION
TRAINING
Your dispatch career is waiting.
Jeppesen has a long and proven track record in providing dispatcher certification training, and helping
prepare students worldwide to take the written, oral and practical exams.
Upon successful completion of the course, you will have the background necessary to earn the FAA
dispatcher certificate, or a license issued through other National Aviation Administrations (NAAs).
• The Jeppesen Dispatcher course provides a solid career opportunity, a backup career for pilots, and
technical rounding for aviation managers.
• Proficiency in many subjects, including: meteorology, air traffic control, navigation principles and systems,
aircraft systems/performance, international operations, dispatch resource management, practical
dispatching and more.
• Familiarization with operation control/flight dispatch software tools such as flight planning systems, crew
scheduling, airport analysis, NavData, Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) and other related airline products.
• Virtual Learning Program (VLP) option for home study with regularly scheduled instructor led training held
over the internet.
Jeppesen also offers a variety of other specialized courses that cover topics like airspace, charts, ICAO
English, flight planning and more.
Learn more at jeppesen.com/dispatcher or contact us: jeppesenacademy@boeing.com or +1.303.328.4423.
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HOW TO
ORDER
Jeppesen’s knowledgeable and courteous customer service representatives are available to assist you with
all your coverage, subscription and ordering details.

Order online at shop.jeppesen.com
Live chat at jeppesen.com
Western Hemisphere
Toll Free:
800.621.5377
Phone:
303.328.4274
Fax:
303.328.4153
Email:
captain@exchange.boeing.com

Germany, Austria,
Switzerland and France
Toll Free:
00800.53773736
Email:
fra-services@jeppesen.com

Eastern Hemisphere
Phone:
+49.6102.5070
Fax:
+49.6102.50.8282
Email:
fra-services@jeppesen.com

1.800.149.658
+61.07.3105.9480
customerserviceau@boeing.com

United Kingdom
Toll Free:
0800.085.5377
Phone:
+44.1293.842404
Email:
fra-services@jeppesen.com

Australia
Toll Free:
Overseas:
Email:

Education and Training Organizations
Phone:
1.800.253.0348
Email:
trainingsolutions@jeppesen.com

Software or Technical Support
Western Hemisphere
Phone:
800.732.2800 or 303.328.4587
Hours (English):
Mon-Fri 24 hours
Sat-Sun 1600-2200 UTC
Eastern Hemisphere
Phone:
+49.6102.5070
Deutsch:
Mo-Do 0500-1300 UTC
Español:
Lu-Vi 1400-2200 UTC
<<< 0037

Australia
Phone:
Overseas:

1.800.149.658
+61.07.3105.9480

Email
pctechsupport@jeppesen.com
Website
support.jeppesen.com
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Airway Manual Priority Handling
Jeppesen will make every effort to ship your new Airway Manual Service or your Trip Kit orders within two (2)
business days. Please allow for these two (2) days plus time for shipping, which is dependent on the shipping
method you choose. Should you require faster service, we can prioritize your order and ship within 24 hours,
upon request. Please understand that in the case of orders for multiple quantities of the same Airway Manual
Service, we cannot be assured of having the necessary quantities of the service pre-assembled and in stock.
However, we will make every attempt to work within our capabilities and meet your needs. Special Priority
Service must be shipped by an expedited method, to a physical address.
Jeppesen Airway Manual service priority fees are $25.00 or 25,00 € plus shipping and handling.
Revision Service Surcharge
Airway Manual and NavData revision service prices do not include airmail surcharges for revision delivery
outside the United States and the European Union. Please contact Jeppesen for airmail surcharge prices
when ordering Airway Manual Services to be delivered outside the U.S. and the European Union.
Jeppesen Online
For additional information on Jeppesen products and services, please visit Shop.Jeppesen.com. If you
haven’t done so already, consider registering online. Not only can you order Jeppesen’s products and
services, but registered members enjoy additional benefits:
• Links to revision letters, chart NOTAMs
and NavData downloads (some services for subscribers only)
• Ability to check your order history and track your order shipments
Eastern/Western Hemisphere
Where reference is made in the catalog to geographical
areas by hemisphere, this map will help you identify the
Jeppesen office that will serve you. The Eastern
Hemisphere is highlighted in green. Customers in the
Eastern Hemisphere are served from our office in
Germany. The Western Hemisphere is highlighted in
purple. Customers in the Western Hemisphere are served
from our office in Denver, Colorado.
Return policies can be found at Shop.Jeppesen.com
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GET YOU FLYING AND
KEEP YOU FLYING.
Jeppesen, along with our fellow Boeing companies, are with you at
every step of your aviation journey. From your first lesson, through
advanced ratings, we’re right there with you providing the gear and
training materials needed to get you flying. To keep you flying, we’ve got
you covered with charts, parts, data services and more—all
backed by Boeing.
Stay in touch and get the latest news, event information and
announcements by joining our email list:
jeppesen.com/email-sign-up-form
jeppesen.com

Authorized Reseller
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